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This stack Macabely sides with the spirit of kick back
The Piccadilly circus when you're silly when you live
fast
Dizzy piece of paradise you like when you get trash
They keep in tags what you're rolling in other zig-zag
It's alive it got you dead in the sights
And keep her close watch 'cause it's credit to swipe
Recorded every deep and has it every device
And hypnotize the population that's right
I'm here to set the record straight to the needle where
The people still forget it
Late to the steeple but I'll be here forever
They're tryin to the truth to a complicated gesture
Could've been is also simple yeah I thought so
But to keep telling that is all hope
Nope I'm... digital introspected and spiritual
Innovated original
Grand imperial flap line... man child and criminal
... still I'm giving you information and feeling you
And all the things until now have been killing you

Hook:
It's the future
If I'm number four I could have told you're soon
Can't lock out of... can't change the using
If I'm number four I could've told you our... 
It's the future
If I'm number four I could have told you're soon
Can't lock out of... can't change the using
If I'm number four I could've told you our... 
It's the future

Swatch obligations man fade em hear too young
Can't see the rain selling pain with the... 
Wake up in a minute call it sweat what a few dogs
Suicide speaking out of reaven this is too doll
Deep spacing the place so watch your groove on
Not even a whisperable boy
I keep the truth in living John
Leave hook em with the blue son
Me and man shuck em movie with the union
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I see the fear in your eyes through them black contacts
Leans it upon my entrance, 
Man child while up in this soul with the kong fu
Ripped to a damage couldn't stop it what your guns
through
Uhh lightely news to eleven, 6 days to serve you want a
seven when arrested
Give it all I got and a little bit of extra
Charges place that gives me nothing better for the
legend
I'm nothing better than a legend
Invincible force been together with my regiment
Your future is regular with lessons by the second
Suckers I suggest that you I suggest that you exit

[Hook:]
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